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Abstract:

Every regular language can be caused by Multi-Strings Token Petri Net.
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1.

Introduction

The notion of Petri net has begun in Carl Adam Petri’s dissertation which was presented in the year 1962 [2]. String-Token
Petri Net has its origin in [1]. Context-Free String-Token Petri Net and Parallel Context-Free String Token Petri Net can
be found in [3] and [4]. Context-Free Multi-Strings Token Petri Net can be found in [5].
Here, we introduce Regular Multi-Strings Token Petri Net.

2.

Basic Definitions

Definition 2.1. Regular Grammar(RG) and Regular Language(RL) are defined in [6].
Definition 2.2. Evolution rules are found in [3].
Definition 2.3. A MSTPN is defined in [5].
Definition 2.4. Many systems’ activity may be characterised in terms of the system’s states and modifications. A state or
marking in an MSTPN is modified as per the underlying transition (firing) rules in order to imitate the dynamic response
of the structure.
(i). When each input location p of a transition t includes a collection of strings containing left side terms of the transition
rules, the transition is said to be activated. For example, ti : A → aB / A → xA / B → b / A → a, then input
location pj of ti should contain strings {A, B}. Suppose input location pk of tm consists of {aAb, dB, xaB, ab} then ab
can be retained for the immediate firing of transition other than insertion rule, when insertion rule is applied, ab will
be carried out to the next immediate location.
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(ii). An active transition fires.
(iii). Suppose t : X → aY / A → xA / B → b and a collection of strings of input location p of t is {bX, B, mBY a}, then t
is activated as the leftmost non-terminal in each of the string is {bX, B, mBY a} appears in the left side expression of
t. So, when t fires, {bX, B, mBya} will be removed from the input location of t and {baY, b, mbY a} will be deposited
in the output location of t.
(iv). Identity rule like ab → ab can be used in the MSTPN as far as all strings in the corresponding location become
terminals.
Example 2.5. A Multi-Strings Token Petri Net N1 = (P, T, V, F, R(t), M0 ) causing the RL L(N1 ) is demonstrated in Figure
1, where L(N1 ) = {an /n ≥ 0}.

Figure 1.

MSTPN N1 of Example 2.1

In N1 , P = {p1 , p2 }, T = {t1 , t2 }, V = {S, a}, F = {p1 → t1 , t1 → p1 , p1 → t2 , t2 → p2 }, R(t) = {S → aS, S → ε},
M0 = ({S}, ε).
Example 2.6. A Multi-Strings Token Petri Net N2 = (P, T, V, F, R(t), M0 ) causing the RL L(N2 ) is demonstrated in Figure
2, where L(N2 ) = {an bm /n, m ≥ 0}.

Figure 2.

MSTPN N2 of Example 2.2

In N2 , P = {p1 , p2 , p3 }, T = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 }, V = {S, a, b}, F = {p1 → t1 , t1 → p1 , p1 → t2 , t2 → p2 , p2 → t3 , t3 → p2 , p2 →
t4 , t4 → p3 }, R(t) = {S → aS, S → S, S → bS, S → ε}, M0 = ({S}, ε, ε).

3.

Theorem on MSTPN

Theorem 3.1. For every RL, MSTPN 0 N 0 can be found such that L = L(N ).

Proof.

Consider a RL 0 L0 which is caused by RG, G = (M, Σ, P, S) with rules P of the form S → aS, A → aB, B → bB,

B → b, S → a, A → ε, where S, A, B ∈ M ; a, b ∈ Σ.
Build a MSTPN N = (P1 , T, V, F, R(t), M0 ) as described below: V = M ∪ Σ is a finite collection of alphabets, T is a finite
collection of transitions and each transition ti ∈ T are labelled by rules in P . Segregate the rules of P as
(i). T – rules
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(ii). NT rules.

Figure 3(a).

The rules of the form S → aS, B → bB are called as NT rules since it can be replaced indefinite time for the non-terminal
on the left side of the rule appear on the right side of the rule also. Call the remaining rules as T – rules. Few of the T –
rules, like B → b, A → ε, S → a will terminate where a, b ∈ Σ.

Figure 3(b).

Among all these non-terminals production rules, collect all NT – rules. From production rules of P , we have rules like
S → aS, B → bB. This type of rules are called as non-terminal NT – rules. From other rules, rules like A → aB we call it
as non-terminal T rules. Other rules like A → ε, B → b, S → a, we call them as terminal T -rules. Let tnon−terminal
be the label of these non-terminal NT production rules. This transition tnon−terminal

NT 1

NT 1

can be fired indefinite time (see

Figure 3(a)).

Figure 3(c).

If non-terminal NT rules are not there in P , then omit this construction. Now, collect all terminal T -rules. From P1 , through
a transition tterminal

T 1,

connect P1 to P2 . Label tterminal

T1

with all these terminal T -rules (see Figure 3(b)).
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Figure 3(d).

After tterminal

T1

fires, some of the words of G will be deposited in P2 . As S is the beginning symbol of G, at least one

terminal T – rule will be there in P . Now, collect all non-terminal T - rules. From P1 , through a transition tnon−terminal
connect P1 to P3 . Label tnon−terminal

T1

with all these non-terminal T – rules (see Figure 3(c)). After tnon−terminal

T 1,
T1

fires, some strings of G will be deposited in P3 . Among these strings, look at the left most non-terminal and apply that
corresponding rules of P . From P3 , through transition tnon−terminal
paths. Connect P3 to P4 , through a transition tterminal

T 2.

NT 2,

connect P3 to P3 . From P3 , there will be two

Also, connect P3 to P5 , through a transition tnon−terminal

T 2.

If these transitions are in need, it will be built. Otherwise it would terminate (see Figure 3(d)).

Figure 3(e).

In a similar way, it will be proceeded. In one stage, there will be no-more non-terminals on some locations. In that case, we
will obtain all words of G(see Figure 3(e)).
Now, P1 is the collection of all locations built so far and T is the collection of all transitions built so far. A MSTPN can
be built in a similar way, for any given RL. Thus, for any given RL, it is possible to build a corresponding MSTPN 0 N 0 .
Therefore, when L is a RL, L = L(N ).
Example 3.2. Consider Example 2.5. Let us see the construction of N1 . RG for L(N1 ) is G = ({S}, {a, ε}, S, P ), where
P = {S → aS, S → ε}.
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Figure 4(a).

Among these production rules of P , S → ε is a terminal T rule. Rules like S → aS is called as non-terminal NT rules.
There are no non-terminal T rules.
Let N1 = (P1 , T, V, F, R(t), M0 ) be the MSTPN, where V = {S} ∪ {a, ε} = {S, a, ε}. As S is the beginning symbol,
build a location P1 with S as token (see Figure 4(a)). Now, collect non-terminal NT rules. Connect P1 with P1 through
tnon−terminal

NT 1

rule(see Figure 4(b)).

Figure 4(b).

Now, collect all terminal T -rules. Connect P1 to P2 with the transition tterminal

T1

rule. Here, S → ε is the only terminal

T -rule.

Figure 4(c).

On P1 , only words of G will be deposited. So, no more construction is needed. Figure 4(c) is the same as Figure 1. Collect
all the locations constructed so far and call it as P1 . Here, P1 = {P2 , P3 }. Also, collect all the transitions constructed so far
and call it as T . Here, T = {tnon−terminal

N T 1 , tterminal T 1 }.

Initial marking is M0 = ({S}, ε). Thus, N1 is constructed

n

and L(N1 ) = {a /n ≥ 0}.

4.

Conclusion

Thus, every Multi-Strings Token Petri Net causes a Regular Language.
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